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To translate means, somehow, to interpretate: under the characterization of 
perception and sharing, this article explores the passage from one language to 
another one.  
Thinking about translation reminds us to a sort of transition, a passage from a 
state/condition to anotherone ontologically and semantically pertinent, even if 
genetically different.  
In the synchronicity there is the research of the Kairos that imply the 
improvisation factor and its variants (a combination between real and contextual 
time, memory/ tradition and creativity/innovation).  
By possibilities to speak about the visual term we select the experience’s one.   
VST is a sort of understanding coming from the senses: the organs receptors 
pay attention to the situation in which are engaged and in a process of 
instantaneous elaboration that transform this experience to a visual/grafemical 
bidimension, we arrive to a form of register, a textualization of the 
circumstance.  
Crossing from a multidimensional to a bidimensional space, charging with a 
change to a new composition, breaking the liminal zone of categorization, using 
technics of the emic ethnography, constructivism and semiotics theories joined 
by artiste’s instruments, we’ll focus through the knowledge as something 
organic and collective, even if elaborated with a specific style.  
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